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We propose an operational framework to study the nonequilibrium thermodynamics of a quantum system
S that is coupled to a detector D whose state is continuously monitored, allowing us to single out individual
quantum trajectories of S. We focus on detailed fluctuation theorems and characterize the entropy production
of the system. We establish fundamental differences with respect to the thermodynamics of unmonitored,
unitarily evolved systems. We consider the paradigmatic example of circuit QED, where superconducting qubits
can be coupled to a continuously monitored resonator and show numerical simulations using state-of-the-art
experimental parameters.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The origin of dynamical irreversibility and the emergence
of the arrow of time from the microscopic laws of quantum
mechanics have attracted significant interest in the past few
years [1–4]. In particular, recent efforts in the field of nonequi-
librium quantum thermodynamics resulted in the characteriza-
tion of irreversibility in terms of fluctuation theorems [5] and
entropy production [6].

The standard formulation of nonequilibrium thermody-
namic quantities uses explicitly time-gated multimeasurement
strategies [5]. Notwithstanding the success encountered by
such formulations in describing the thermodynamic implica-
tions of nonequilibrium processes all the way down to the
quantum domain [7–9], such requirements are very difficult to
be met in practice. Indeed, the common experimental config-
urations typically involve the continuous interaction between
a system and a measurement apparatus. Such interaction
can result in either strong projective measurements inducing
“quantum jumps” on the state of the quantum system at
hand [10–15], or in the acquisition of only partial information
on it. Recently, a theoretical framework for the analysis of
stochastic thermodynamics of weakly monitored quantum
systems was put forward [16,17].

In this paper we make further steps along the lines of
defining a fully operational framework for stochastic ther-
modynamics of continuously monitored systems by consid-
ering the case of a dynamical detector coupled to a system
of interest and being continuously monitored. This situation
adheres perfectly with the configurations typically engineered
and encountered in a wide range of experiments. In partic-
ular, superconducting circuit quantum electrodynamics (cir-
cuit QED) systems [18,19] embody a very suitable platform,

where the system is typically provided by a set of super-
conducting information carriers, while the field of a stripline
resonator plays the role of the continuously monitored dy-
namical detector [20]. This offers a virtually ideal scenario
for the study of stochastic thermodynamics of continuously
monitored systems, and the investigation of the deviations
from the time-gated approach that has dominated the field to
date. In particular, our work sets the theoretical context for
the experimental analysis of irreversibility in the nonequilib-
rium dynamics of a driven superconducting device as quan-
tified by the irreversible entropy production, and the test of
the continuous-monitoring version of fundamental fluctuation
theorems.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In
Sec. II we review the nonequilibrium thermodynamics of
closed quantum systems, while in Sec. III we present the
circuit QED model and the nonequilibrium thermodynamics
of continuously monitored circuit QED systems. In Sec. IV
we show numerical results for the entropy production and
detailed fluctuation theorems. Finally, in Sec. V we draw our
concluding remarks.

II. NONEQUILIBRIUM THERMODYNAMICS
OF CLOSED QUANTUM SYSTEMS

The typical setting for a nonequilibrium thermodynam-
ics experiment in closed quantum systems is the following:
a system S of Hamiltonian HS (λt ) = ∑

εk (λt )|nλt 〉〈nλt | is
initially (time t = 0) in equilibrium with its environment at
inverse temperature β, i.e. ρS (0) = ρ0, where we defined
the Gibbs state ρt = e−βHS (λt )/Zt with Zt = Tr[e−βHS (t )] the
partition function. It is then brought out of equilibrium by the
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application of an external force protocol λt parametrized in the
time interval [0, τ ]. In the closed quantum systems scenario,
it is assumed that in [0, τ ] the system is effectively detached
from its environment and that S evolves unitarily through

the time-evolution operator Ut1,t2 := T e
−i

∫ t2
t1

dt ′ HS (λt ′ ), where
T is the time-ordering operator. The nonequilibrium work
performed on the system is usually defined [21] as a stochastic
variable W whose single realizations εm(λτ ) − εn(λ0) are
weighted by the probability of observing a |nλ0〉 → |mλτ 〉
transition due to the application of the force protocol. Iden-
tifying p(mλτ , nλ0 ) = Tr[�τ

mUτ,0�
0
nρ0�

0
nU

†
τ,0], where �t

k =
|kλt 〉〈kλt |, as the probability for such a transition to oc-
cur, one may define the work distribution as pF (W ) =∑

mλτ ,nλ0 p(mλτ , nλ0 )δ[W − εm(λτ ) + εn(λ0)]. In order to ad-
dress irreversibility, the corresponding backward work dis-
tribution is usually considered, where the force protocol is
reversed in time. One then looks at the probability of the
backward transition � |mλτ 〉 → � |nλ0〉, � being the time-
reversal operator, with initial statistics given by the Gibbs
state ρ̃τ = �ρτ�

† at time t = τ when the backwards protocol
λ̃t = λτ−t is applied. In considering the backwards proto-
col, we will assume that the Hamiltonian of the systems
obeys a time-reversal symmetry of the form �HS (λt )�† =
ελHS (λτ−t ), where ελ = ±1 [22]. We call pB (W ) the cor-
responding backward work distribution and state the Crooks
fluctuation theorem [23]

pF (W )/pB (−W ) = eβ(W−�F ), (1)

where we used the free energy difference �F =
−(1/β ) log(Zτ /Z0). By integrating over W one gets the
celebrated Jarzynski identity 〈e−β(W−�F )〉 = 1, which entails
the second law through the Jensen inequality 〈�〉 � 0, where
the irreversible entropy production � := β(W − �F ) has
been defined [24].

The closed quantum systems paradigm is in contrast with
the approach of classical stochastic thermodynamics. In the
latter, work realizations are described in terms of trajectories
of a classical system in phase space. In this paper we propose
an implementation of a nonequilibrium thermodynamics ex-
periment using the framework of quantum stochastic thermo-
dynamics [16,17]. We thus exploit the formalism of quantum
trajectories considering a system that is continuously moni-
tored during its evolution through the coupling with a detector
D. By doing so, we are able to single out individual quantum
trajectories and characterize irreversibility in a way that is
compatible with the classical picture. Despite methodological
similarities, though, we point out that important differences
arise due to the back-action of quantum measurement on the
system state.

III. QUANTUM THERMODYNAMICS OF CONTINUOUSLY
MONITORED SYSTEMS: THE CIRCUIT QED CASE

We address the typical platform of circuit QED implemen-
tations, such as the one depicted in Fig. 1. We thus consider
a superconducting qubit, e.g., a transmon [25], coupled to a
microwave resonator in the strong dispersive coupling regime.
The latter is used both to drive (thus acting as a forcing
mechanism) and measure the qubit [20]. Recently, continuous

FIG. 1. Setup for a circuit QED implementation. A supercon-
ducting qubit is coupled to a resonator, through which it is measured
and controlled. Measurement is performed by means of continuous
homodyne observation of the amplified cavity field. A strong local
oscillator provides a second amplification stage producing an output
current I (t ) encoding information about qubit and resonator.

monitoring in circuit QED has been successfully employed
to observe single quantum trajectories of a transmon qubit
[26–29] and quantum jumps [30–34]. We shall regard the
qubit as our system of interest S, and the resonator as the
detector D. Together, system and detector are driven by a
“forcing” field oscillating at frequency ω(t )/2π and almost
resonant with the qubit frequency ω0/2π , and by a “mea-
surement” field having angular frequency ωd that is almost
resonant with the resonator frequency ωc/2π . Qubit and
resonator will be dispersively coupled, i.e., g � �, where g

is the strength of the coupling and � = ω0 − ωc is the cavity-
qubit detuning. We will also assume g � ω0,c, i.e., we will
be outside the so-called ultrastrong coupling regime [35], as it
is the case in most of the implementations reported so far in
the literature. The Hamiltonian of the total system can be split
as

H = HS + HD + Hint, (2)

where we have introduced the detector Hamiltonian HD =
ω0 a†a + εd (aeiωd t + a†e−iωd t ) and the S-D interaction
Hamiltonian is Hint = χσza

†a. Here a is the annihilation
operator for the resonator field and σi are the usual Pauli
operators. Here χ = g2/� is an effective coupling in the
dispersive regime determining a Stark shift of the cavity
frequency conditioned to the qubit state, which is the physical
mechanism for the qubit detection. The dispersive regime also
implies weak coupling between qubit and field, allowing us to
separately define energies. The system Hamiltonian HS can be
split into

HS = H0 + Hλt
, (3)

where H0 = ω0σz/2 is the bare Hamiltonian of the qubit and
Hλt

= δω0(t )σz/2 + �(t ) cos[ϕ(t )]σx is the time-dependent
contribution that implements the force protocol. In circuit
QED, the available control that can be exploited in order to
manipulate the system breaks down into independent tunabil-
ity of both the qubit frequency δω0(t ), achieved through the
application of a time-dependent magnetic field in the SQUID
loop of the transmon, and the parameters of the external
microwave field, i.e., the amplitude �(t ) and phase ϕ(t ).

The conditional Stark shift Hint allows for the state of the
qubit to be mapped onto a quadrature of the field, which
we define as Xφ = (aeiφ + a†e−iφ )/

√
2 with φ ∈ [0, 2π ] a
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phase. In our model, the qubit state is mapped onto the
in-phase quadrature X0. Continuous monitoring can thus be
done through homodyne measurements of the field leaking out
of the resonator at rate κ [36]. The homodyne photocurrent
resulting from the mixing of the cavity field with a strong
local oscillator tuned on the phase of the quadrature X0 is
continuously observed, thus inducing quantum back-action
on the S-D system. The evolution of the latter over a single
quantum trajectory will be thus conditional on the measured
photocurrent. In order to describe the dynamics of the system,
we partition the time interval [0, τ ] into small but finite
time intervals δt = ti+1 − ti (i = 0, . . . , N ) with t0 = 0 and
tN+1 = τ . Here δt is chosen to be much smaller than the
shortest timescale of the problem, so that we can approximate
Uti ,ti+1 	 1 − iHδt .

The effect of a measurement can be modeled through the
positive operator valued measurement (POVM) Lx , such that∫

dx L
†
xLx = 1, where x refers to the average value of the

homodyne photocurrent over δt . In the small time interval
δt , the overall dynamics of the system can be effectively
factorized into two independent contributions given by unitary
evolution and measurement. By introducing the operators
Oti = LI (ti+1 )Uti ,ti+1 , the evolution of the system, conditional
to the observation of the stream of average photocurrents
I = {I (0), I (t1), . . . , I (tk )}, is thus given by

ρD+S (tk ) =
(←∏

i<kOti

)
ρD+S (0)

(→∏
i<kO

†
ti

)
Tr

[(←∏
i<kOti

)
ρD+S (0)

(→∏
i<kO

†
ti

)] , (4)

where the arrows imply time ordering. In the homodyne
measurement scheme for circuit QED, measurement operators
are given by Lx = [1 − κa†a δt/2 + x

√
κδt]

√
po(x), where

po(x) = exp(−δtx2)/
√

δt/2π is the ostensible [37] proba-
bility density of obtaining the result x for the homodyne
photocurrent. We should point out that additional decoherence
terms may add up in the dynamics of the system, caused by
relaxation and dephasing of the qubit. We did not include
those terms in our analysis since, as it will be argued later,
decoherence rates are small enough in present technology
to have a negligible effect in the timescale relevant to the
experiment.

The statistics of the qubit alone is, in general, given by par-
tial tracing over the detector degrees of freedom. Nonetheless,
in the limit of a sufficiently weak measurement, i.e., when the
average number of photon is n̄ = (εd/κ )2 � 1, χ � κ and
the driving is weak, i.e., � � κ , the qubit and the detector
develop negligible entanglement [38] and the dynamics of S

can be factorized from the dynamics of D. The qubit density
matrix at time tk will be therefore given by

ρS (tk ) =
(←∏

i<kQti

)
ρS (0)

(→∏
i<kQ

†
ti

)
Tr

[(←∏
i<kQti

)
ρS (0)

(→∏
i<kQ

†
ti

)] , (5)

where Qti = MI (ti+1 )e
−i

∫ ti+1
ti

dtHS (t ) and the POVM operators
for the qubit alone are given by

Mx =
√

P0(x)|0〉〈0| +
√

P1(x)|1〉〈1|. (6)

Here we defined the probability distributions Pj (x) =
e−iδt/2[x+(−1)j

√
�d ]2

[39] (cf. Appendix), with the measurement
rate given by �d = 16χ2n̄/κ .

During its evolution, the system experiences hangs in its
internal energy U (t ) = Tr[ρSHS]. The infinitesimal variation
dU (ti ) = δWi + δQi of the latter can be split into a unitary
and a back-action term, i.e.,

δWi = Tr[ρS (ti ) dHS (ti )], δQi = Tr[HS (ti ) dρS (ti )], (7)

where the discretized differential is dX(ti ) = X(ti+1) −
X(ti ). The term dubbed δWi clearly embodies a contribution
to work, as it quantifies the average change of Hamiltonian of
the system. On the other hand, the term δQi is identically null
whenever the system evolves via a unitary (i.e., Hamiltonian)
dynamics, and can thus be associated with the nonunitary
contribution to the change of internal energy, that is heat.
Correspondingly, we will define work and heat as W (t ) =∑

ti<t δWi and Q(t ) = ∑
ti<t δQi respectively. Notice that the

above definition of work is fundamentally different from the
usual one for closed systems. In the latter case, as mentioned
above, work realizations are determined as differences be-
tween eigenvalues of the final and initial Hamiltonian. For a
continuously monitored system, on the other hand, work can
be defined at the single trajectory level as a time-dependent
stochastic process. This is similar, in spirit, to the approach
of classical stochastic thermodynamics [40] with the funda-
mental difference that, while in classical physics a trajectory
in phase space can be monitored without disturbing its dy-
namics, measurement back-action plays a fundamental role in
quantum systems, generating the heat term Q. The latter has
been given a straightforward interpretation in Refs. [17,31]
as the amount of work necessary to isolate the system using
quantum feedback, or alternatively in Ref. [16] as the amount
of work an external daemon would need to contribute in order
to counter quantum back-action.

We are now concerned with the characterization of irre-
versibility for this system, which can be done by means of
detailed fluctuation theorems. The probability of observing a
particular single trajectory in the Hilbert space, though, cannot
be defined, as it was the case for closed systems, only through
its end points. The stochastic evolution of the system’s state
have, in fact, to be taken into account. From Eq. (5) we see
that a single trajectory can be fully characterized if we also
take into account the measured current I (t ). The probability of
observing a trajectory starting from |nλ0〉 and ending in |mλτ 〉
while measuring I (t ) is then given by

pF [mλτ , I (t ), nλ0 ] = Tr

[
�τ

m

( ←∏
i

Qti

)
�0

nρ0�
0
n

( →∏
i

Q†
ti

)]
.

(8)

In the spirit of the detailed fluctuation theorem of Eq. (1), we
will again consider a backwards trajectory starting in � |mλτ 〉
and ending in � |nλ0〉 where the time-reversal force proto-
col is applied together with the time-reversal POVM opera-
tors M̃x . Employing the operators Q̃ti = Uti ,ti+1 [λ̃(t )]M̃Ĩ (ti+1 ),

where M̃Ĩ (t ) = θM
†
I (τ−t )θ

† are the time-reversed measurement
operators of the current Ĩ (t ) detected in the backward process,
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we define the probability of the backward trajectory as

pB[nλ0 , Ĩ (t ),mλτ ] = Tr

[
�̃0

n

( ←∏
i

Q̃ti

)
�̃τ

mρ̃τ �̃
τ
m

( →∏
i

Õ
†
ti

)]
,

(9)

where �̃k = ��k�
† and ρ̃τ = �ρτ�

†. It has been shown in
Ref. [41] that, under projective measurements, one can state a
generalized detailed fluctuation theorem as

pF [mλτ , I (t ), nλ0 ]

pB[nλ0 , Ĩ (t ),mλτ ]
= eβ(�Unm−�F ), (10)

where the internal energy difference is defined as �Unm =
εm(λτ ) − εn(λ0). We should point out that, in general, with
such a notion of time reversal, pB is not a proper probability
distribution, i.e.,

∫
DI pB[nλ0 , Ĩ (t ),mλτ ] �= 1, where DI is

a measure for the path integral. The normalization condition
holds if and only if

∫
dx MxM

†
x = 1, which is indeed the case

for the reduced dynamics for the qubit, where the measure-
ments operators are Hermitian. The probability distribution of
the internal energy can then be written as

p(�U ) =
∑
m,n

∫
DI pF [mλτ , I (t ), nλ0 ]δ(�U − �Unm),

(11)
which immediately gives

〈e−�〉 = 1. (12)

Here the entropy production � = β(W + Q − �F ) allows us
again to derive the second law of thermodynamics 〈�〉 � 0
through the use of Jensen inequality, while the quantity 〈e−�〉
is customarily termed efficacy. Notice that the heat term [16]
is a unique feature of quantum back-action, and has thus no
equivalent neither in the closed quantum system case, nor in
the classical stochastic thermodynamics case.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In order to numerically simulate our analysis, we made
use of parameters borrowed from state-of-the-art technology
[26]. In particular, we considered an architecture involving
a transmon with ω0/2π = 4 GHz, a leaking rate of the res-
onator at κ/2π = 10 MHz, and a coupling constant χ/2π =
−0.5 MHz.

We considered a force protocol in which the frequency of
the qubit and the amplitude of the field are both quenched, i.e.,

δω0(t ) = �ω θ
(
t − τ

2

)
, �(t ) = �0 θ

(
t − τ

2

)
, (13)

where we used values �ω/2π = 400 MHz and �0/2π =
1 MHz, while we kept the external drive frequency constant,
i.e., ϕ̇(t ) =: ω = ω0 + �ω.

For the simulations of Fig. 2 we set the amplitude of the
measurement field so to have, as in Ref. [26], an average
number n̄ = 2(εd/κ )2 = 0.4 of photons in the cavity. These
parameters yield a measurement rate �d/2π = 160 kHz,
which gives a measurement time [36] tm = 1/(2�d ) 	 500 ns,
which is usually much smaller than energy relaxation and
pure dephasing times for a state-of-the-art transmon (T1 ∼
T ∗

2 � 10 μs). This enabled us to neglect energy relaxation

FIG. 2. Numerical results for the protocol of Eq. (13). (a) Loga-
rithmic representation of the detailed fluctuation theorem of Eq. (10).
Here we used β = 1/ω0 (blue curve) and β = ω0. (b) Entropy
production of two trajectories (red and orange curves) for β = 1/ω0

showing how negative entropy production trajectories can observed.
The mean entropy production (black curve), though, is always non-
negative.

and dephasing in our model. Figure 2(a) shows how the
detailed fluctuation theorem of Eq. (10) can be tested. In
particular, we plot the equation log pF /pB = −β[εm(λτ ) −
εn(0) − �F ], which is verified by showing how the slope
of the interpolation lines in Fig. 2(a) equals β. In particular,
we employed values β = 1/ω0 (blue curve) and β = 2/ω0

(orange curve). In Fig. 2(b) we show trajectories for the
entropy production (colored lines) together with the mean
entropy production (black line). We notice how, while the
mean entropy production is non-negative as required by the
second law of thermodynamics, stochastic thermodynamics
attained through continuous monitoring of a small quantum
system, such as a transmon, allows us to observe negative
entropy production trajectories, in striking contrast with what
one experiences in the macroscopic world.

In Figs. 3(a)–3(c) we show the distribution of the entropy
production at t = 2.4 μs over 103 Monte Carlo trajectories
for an increasing average number of photons n̄ in the cavity,
i.e., for a growing measurement strength. We notice how
the distributions show multiple components, the bigger ones
being in the positive semiaxis. By increasing the measure-
ment strength, the distribution of entropy production develop

144514-4
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FIG. 3. Distribution of the entropy production � = β(W + Q −
�F ) at t = 2.4 μs along 103 Monte Carlo trajectories for an average
number of photons (a) n̄ = 0.4, (b) n̄ = 20, and (c) n̄ = 200.

mutually isolated peaks, displaying a clear multimodal char-
acter. While for n̄ = 0.4 [Fig. 3(a)] we have a blurred bi-
modal distribution, increasing n̄ up to 200 [cf. Fig. 3(c)]
we get a four-peak distribution. In fact, an increase in the
measurement strength corresponds to a change of the the
system’s dynamics from a diffusive regime (associated with
weak measurements) to a quantum-jump one, typical of a
strong measurement condition, where coherences are sup-
pressed and the dynamics of the system effectively consists of
transitions between energy eigenstates. Therefore, the entropy

FIG. 4. The points show the efficacy γ = 〈e−�〉, in the presence
of a dissipative environment, evaluated using 103 Monte Carlo
trajectories per data point, for increasing values of the damping
rate γ1 in Eq. (14). Here we used n̄ = 0.4. The regression line is
γ = a + bγ1/κ , with a = 1.02 and b = 0.73. Here b has a p-value
p < 0.05, showing a significant relation between γ and γ1/κ .

production assumes the only four possible values allowed in
the usual two-measurement process typically used in order to
assess the thermodynamics of closed quantum systems.

Finally, we allow for the interaction of the transmon qubit
with a dissipative environment. This can be done by modify-
ing our formalism to include for a nonunitary evolution be-
tween consecutive measurements. We model such nonunitary
evolution by assuming that, within the time intervals δt, the
qubit evolves according to the Lindblad master equation

ρ̇S = −i[HS, ρS] + γ1 σ−ρSσ+ − γ1
1
2 {σ+σ−, ρS}, (14)

where γ1 is the rate of dissipation within such time intervals.
In Fig. 4 we show how the result of Eq. (10), and thus Eq. (12),
break down under such dynamical assumptions. We showcase
the behavior of the efficacy γ = 〈e−�〉 (cf. Ref. [42]) against
γ1. The noise in the data points is due to the stochasticity of
the Monte Carlo trajectories, but a linear regression over the
data points shows a significant trend. A nonunit efficacy in a
dissipative system results from the fact that the definition of
entropy production given above is no longer valid, and should
be adapted to include the effects of “classical” heat [16]
flowing between the qubit and the environment.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we proposed a fully operational framework for
the exploration of stochastic quantum thermodynamics result-
ing from the continuous monitoring of a quantum system. We
have considered an “indirect inference” case where the system
is coupled to a detector, which is continuously monitored,
a situation that matches closely a number of experimentally
relevant situations. We have shown how the verification of de-
tailed fluctuation theorems and the measurement of witnesses
of irreversibility such as the entropy production are easily
accessed in circuit QED architectures. In our simulations, we
have shown how high-quality experiments can be set up in
existing labs employing state of the art technology. Finally, we
have analyzed the role of increasing measurement strengths
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and decoherence in the entropy production and the fluctuation
theorems.
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APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF THE
DYNAMICAL EQUATIONS

In Ref. [36] a Stochastic master equation (SME) was
put forward to describe the dynamics of a qubit subject to
continuous homodyne measurements via a probing field. Here
we will assume that the phase of the local oscillator is tuned to
the phase of the quadrature where information on the qubit is
encoded [36]. With our gauge choice the latter is the in-phase
quadrature X0, therefore we will take the phase of the local
oscillator to be zero. We shall recast the SME of Ref. [36]
in the form of a Bloch equation in the basis of the bare
qubit Hamiltonian H0 = ω0σz/2. Here, in order to simplify
the notation, we shall refer to the system state as ρ and to its
Hamiltonian as H = δωσz/2 + �(t )σx . The Bloch equations
read

ρ̇00(t ) = −ρ̇11(t ) = −2H01 Im{ρ01}
+ 2

√
�dρ00ρ11(Ih −

√
�d〈σz〉),

ρ̇01 = ρ̇∗
10 = iH00ρ01 + iH01(ρ00 − ρ11)

−
√

�d (ρ00 − ρ11)(Ih −
√

�d〈σz〉) − �d

2
ρ01, (A1)

where the full-spectrum homodyne current is Ih =√
�d〈σz〉 + ξ (t ) and ξ (t ) is an uncorrelated white Gaussian

noise term such that E[ξ (t )] = 0, E[ξ (t1)ξ (t2)] = δ(t1 − t2).
For our numerical simulations and in order to take into
account the finite bandwidth of the electronics in the circuit,
a discretized version of Eq. (A1) must be employed, reading

ρ00(t + δt ) = ρ00(t ) + [−2H01 Im{ρ01}
+ 2

√
�dρ00ρ11(I −

√
�d〈σz〉)]δt,

ρ01(t + δt ) = ρ01(t ) +
[
iH00ρ01 + iH01(ρ00 − ρ11)

−
√

�d (ρ00 − ρ11)(I−
√

�d〈σz〉)−�d

2
ρ01

]
δt.

(A2)

Here δt is a small but finite time interval such that
δt � 1/H01,�d and we have introduced the current I =
1
δt

∫ t+δt

t
dt ′ Ih(t ′). Notice that I can be written as I = 〈σz〉 +

ξ̄ , with the stochastic variable ξ̄ being distributed following
a Gaussian with standard deviation 1/

√
δt . The probability

distribution for I will then be

P (I ) =
√

δt

2π
e− δt

2 (I−√
�d 〈σz〉)2

. (A3)

We shall now show how the dynamics can be approximated,
up to first order in δt , with Eq. (5) of the main text. When a
current sample I is measured, the conditional evolution over
a single time step is given by

ρ(t + δt ) = Ut,t+δtMIρ(t )M†
I U

†
t,t+δt

Ut,t+δtMIρ(t )M†
I U

†
t,t+δt

, (A4)

where MI have been given in Eq. (6) of the main text. At first
we are going to assume H = 0, i.e., Ut,t+δt = 1. Adding the
unitary term will be then straightforward. In the measurement
basis, Eq. (A4) can be written as

ρ00(t + δt ) = ρ00(t )P0(I )

ρ00(t )P0(I ) + ρ11(t )P1(I )
,

ρ01(t + δt ) = ρ01(t )
√

P0(I )P1(I )

ρ00(t )P0(I ) + ρ11(t )P1(I )
. (A5)

Notice that, for δt−1 � �d we have P (I ) 	 ρ00P0(I ) +
ρ11P1(I ). Substituting this expression into Eq. (A5) and using
ξ̄ = I − √

�d〈σz〉, we get

ρ00(t + δt ) = ρ00(t )e−δt
(ξ̄−q1 )2

2 eδt
ξ̄2

2 ,

ρ01(t + δt ) = ρ01(t )

√
e−δt

(ξ̄−q0 )2

2 e−δt
(ξ̄−q1 )2

2 eδt
ξ̄2

2 , (A6)

where we have defined qi = −2
√

�dρii . Expanding up to
second order in q1 and q2 and approximating ξ̄ 2 = δt (cf.
Ref. [37]) gives us Eq. (A2) with H = 0. Introducing now the
unitary term through Eq. (A4) and expanding up to the leading
order in δt , one can show that the full structure of Eq. (A2) is
reproduced, thus justifying our model.
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